
Why Insight for FirstNet?
At Insight Public Sector, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your 
organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work 
smarter, optimize your business and create meaningful experiences.

Here are a few of the ways we deliver meaningful outcomes:

 • FirstNet Authorized dealer

 • 5,300+ software, hardware and cloud partners and publishers

 • 6,600+ Insight teammates worldwide

 • 2,000+ consulting and service delivery professionals

How FirstNet solutions can help your agency
FirstNet provides priority services, elevated in-network status during an incident and advanced coverage for both urban and 
rural areas. However, this dedicated, nationwide communications platform has grown beyond public safety broadband to 
include advanced services, applications and purpose-built devices.

Insight offers FirstNet® solutions that provide your organization with comprehensive network security, improved 
communication and interoperability, and affordable rate plans. With FirstNet, you can:

 • Provide actionable data with innovative apps and devices.

 • Use reliable and secure communications.

 • Coordinate a response to public safety incidents.

 • Innovate with life-saving communications.

 • Leverage modern solutions to keep communities safe. 

U.S. Communities partnership
Insight holds a contract with the U.S. Communities Government Purchasing Alliance. We offer our entire line of hardware, 
software and services to agencies nationwide. Competitively solicited by Fairfax County, Virginia, this contract meets most 
government agency piggybacking requirements and features Insight’s best overall government pricing — with no user fees.

Insight helps you manage 
business today and 
transform the future. 

FirstNet Solutions
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Color values

Process:
 

Black  0/0/0/100
ATT White 0/0/0/0

RGB:
 

ATT Black  0/0/0
ATT White 255/255/255

Spot:
 

ATT Black  Black C
ATT White 0/0/0/0
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Bringing safety to the forefront of technology
The FirstNet® network is purpose-built for first responders and those who support them. Explore FirstNet solutions, available from In-

sight, designed to help your organization save lives and secure communities.

Insight Managed Mobility
Insight Managed Mobility is an end-to-end solution that helps your organization create an efficient and agile mobility strategy. Capabilities 

include consultation, procurement, deployment, configuration and management of devices for every mobile technology requirement. We 

take the complexity out of managing mobile technology so you can focus on the public’s needs.

 

Insight Managed Mobility solutions will help you:

  

 • Reduce endpoint security risks. 

 • Control costs through a subscription-based model. 

 • Simplify IT through a single-source provider. 

 • Increase employee retention and satisfaction. 

Security Coverage Devices

Cybersecurity
The FirstNet dedicated core leverages all 
existing security capabilities so that sensitive 
data and the network stay highly secure.

Identity, credential and access management
This highly secure and scalable tool allows 
easy access management and integrates 
mission-critical applications and platforms  
for optimal data protection. 

Coverage expansion
Coverage extends to 2.74 million square miles. 
FirstNet wireless coverage will reach more 
than 99% of the country. 

Deployable program
A dedicated, nationwide fleet provides 
an unprecedented set of deployable LTE 
capabilities available to serve first responders. 

In-building solutions
Over 6,000 distributed antenna systems 
provide enhanced connectivity, capacity and 
coverage in radio-frequency-challenged and 
multistory buildings.

First Priority™

First responders maintain access to critical 
communication resources in times of 
emergency to ensure connectivity and capacity. 

Service plans & procurement
Competitive-rate plans are available at or 
below existing commercial pricing. 

Wireless devices
Public safety agencies can access an expansive 
catalog of competitively priced standard and 
rugged LTE devices, including phones, tablets, 
in-vehicle devices and accessories. 


